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Instant NY Times Bestseller#1 Wall Street Journal Business BestsellerInstant Washington Post
Bestseller"Brims with a astonishing amount of insight and useful advice.In When, Pink distills
cutting-edge research and data on timing and synthesizes them right into a exciting, readable
narrative packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways that provide readers
compelling insights into how we can live richer, more engaged lives.A fantastic gift this
holidays.  Pink, the #1 bestselling writer of Drive also to Sell Is Individual, unlocks the scientific
secrets to great timing to help you flourish at work, at school, and in the home. Why do certain
breaks dramatically improve pupil test ratings?Drawing on a rich trove of research from
psychology, biology, and economics, Pink reveals how best to live, work, and succeed. How
do we turn a stumbling beginning into a fresh start? Our lives are a never-ending stream of
"when" decisions: when to start out a business, schedule a class, get seriously interested in a
person. Yet we make those decisions predicated on intuition and guesswork.Timing, it's often
assumed, is an art. In When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing, Pink implies that timing is
often a science.Everyone knows that timing is everything. How can we use the concealed
patterns of your day to build the ideal schedule?  But we don't know very much about timing
itself. Why should we avoid likely to the hospital in the afternoon? How come singing in time
with various other people as good for you personally as exercise? And what is the ideal period
to quit a job, switch careers, or get married?" --The Wall Road JournalDaniel H.
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an instant read that rewards time spent with some exceptional insights 4.5?sWhen: The
Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing is the fourth book by bestselling American author, Daniel
H. Oh well, I guess I still have function to do in effectively implementing of most these great
ideas! Very interesting but looking for ways to implement Yes, this book is quite interesting
and the good examples are numerous and wide-ranging but I search for a book to improve
the ways I do things which book falls slightly short. But what about whenever we decide?
Could enough time of day that we make a decision be significant? It's even more of a
collection of interesting stories of timing than an instruction manual on how to improve your
timing. Does it really matter when we have that initial cup of coffee? According to Dan Pink, it
definitely does. the need for breaks; GarrickLife Synthesist Sixth Graders Wish to know More
About When!Pink explains at length: why having a coffee before a power nap makes sense;.
Pink also gives useful ideas for dealing with significantly less than ideal conditions, in addition
to hints and ideas to boost everyday life.Pink helps his points with data and simple, clear
graphs. Thank you Dan and team. And also six suggestions for additional reading, Pink
includes an 8-page index. But the most useful factor about this book is his Period Hacker’s
Handbook: salient points from each section are condensed into summaries full of hints and
tips and practical exercises that show up after each of the initial six chapters.But he doesn’t
simply pontificate on the optimum time to do something for future success and happiness.
why merging a lunch time break with an education session at 1pm (as some teaching hospitals
perform with their Grand Rounds) is counterproductive (ditto 8am lectures for University
college students); The cited research can at times come at you fast and furious, as though it's
on a pre-Christmas Amazon distribution center conveyor belt. Drive was better Interesting
research, but not that far from common knowledge that I would say it provides significant
benefit to my day to day. I thought I was proficient at time management.Right now my just
question is. how exactly to overcome a bad start; when to give up your job; when to get
wedded; Such a great read This book really was surprising and really practical.In this intriguing
book, Pink examines the need for bad and the good timing. and much, much more. Illustrating
his factors are choirs and rowing groups and basketballers and dubbawalas providing tiffin
tins and Hanukkah candles and the captain of the Lusitania.Pink’s fourth publication ought to
be compulsory reading for bosses, educators, and schedulers, for policymakers, company
executives, and performers, but there is enough in this fascinating publication that the average
person will find applicable to their lives. This is certainly an instant read that rewards time
spent with some superb insights. Recommended! Much, much better than the “good” book
We expected We expect that Pink will always write a worthwhile book, so I pre-ordered it,
expecting a couple of great tidbits and affirmations of what I recommend on my site and in my
Kindle book Existence Value Productivity..). It truly is a game changer! Well worth enough
time!The book is a “nice read”, but I would recommend that you first browse the highly useful,
super productive “guidebook” by the end of every chapter to see what to actually do - and
then go back and read the rest more at your leisure.Implement in least the initial two chapter
guidebooks right away, right into your life NOW (take only weekly!). it delves in to the science
without being dry, and the author is funny too Terrific read and incredibly practical information
Daniel Pink does an excellent job delivering scientific analysis in a down to earth method that's
understandable, often humorous, and practical.. He acknowledges that not everyone can
control their work place or the financial weather as they enter the job market.These strategies
are mostly the “just do this precise (easy) thing, and you may get ‘x’ desired result. With
several sixth graders today I read out loud the introduction to WHEN about Captain Turner's



Decision. I've been taking notes as I go through every chapter. And that's what he has once
again delivered in When.Put into action these 100%, strictly, into your daily life and plan and I
GUARANTEE your life will be massively improved! And then I read Dan's new book. He starts
by explaining how our specific chronotype (easily founded) determines both our feeling and
our ability to perform at any given time of your day: how exactly it affects our professional and
our ethical judgements, and also our physical function.” NOT JUST MAYBE. I asked the
students to close their eye and create pictures within their heads about the sinking of the ship
the Lusitania. I browse the few pages aloud, ok with some drama Daniel Pink would have been
proud of! I did so this within a lesson about comparing and contrasting the sinking of the
Titanic to the Lusitania. Before we could reach my lesson goal the students wished to learn
about WHEN and the timing of items. They peppered me with queries that I don't possess
answers to, YET!distilled down to what it means to YOU I've read all of Pink's books, starting
with Free Agent Nation back in 2002 when I launched my own business. #AwesomeDay
Eyeopening!He talks about the effects of beginning one’s career throughout a depressed jobs-
marketplace;Keith D. Now I recognize that I knew nothing about the research of timing or
accurate productivity. As with all Dan Pink books, When, is well crafted, well researched, and
completely eye-opening. I cannot wait to start out applying the concepts of When into my life
and work. This reserve has so many possible implications, I've even begun to reach its limits.
Now!Though the most known may be the day time (ultradian rhythm) that i also write about,
he points out how this “flips” around to be a relative opposite for “night owls”, who do their
recovery each morning (though it is somewhat known, it is generally misunderstood and
misapplied) - which is very, very, extremely significant for that 20% of so of the populace who
fall into that category. Loads of research on human beings at work.. The book synthesizes
beneficial scientific information on why timing matters for productivity. I can't wait to read
more of WHEN and talk about it with students and educators just about everywhere! He has a
present of acquiring boatloads of facts, analysis and scientific experiments and making it all
readable and applicable for the common man.. when the most severe time to be a hospital
individual is, and why; But if you are patient, he'll put eventually put a bow on it and let you
know what it means for YOU. And to that be aware, I'm currently using the When Daily Planner
to prioritize my Peak, Trough and Recovery periods of your day. The reserve is worthy, in fact
it is written so well you do not notice when it's over. why a mid-point (in a project, in a career,
in a life) can cause a slump or a spark;As he digs in deep(er) than the vast majority of us could
not do (including many “good” writers), he comes up with insights that are counter from what
we might think (or assume, using logic, but without verified specifics!.why was I simply now
taking period from my highly productive "Recovery" portion of the day to write a book review
on Amazon? Pink. I've redefined my schedule predicated on his findings.. I really benefit from
the handbook or how-to sections after every chapter. With Pink's books you will constantly
learn something useful about humans at work and how you can personally benefit from the
mounds of study on the topic. So deep!. When should you buy this book?Honoring one’s
normal rhythm by doing the “right factors at the proper time” during the day is among the
VERY BIGGEST EFFECTORS OF Performance and productivity and upon one’s life generally,
including one’s happiness. Can't wait for Pink's next publication. If we’re making an important
life decision, what we decide certainly requires careful consideration. Could the time of day
time have an effect on how well we learn or do our work? It's a good read, worth a small time
investment, but will it change your lifestyle, probably not. great tips for improving your very
own performance and the functionality of your work team accessible. I also recommend you



perform the timing technique that he recommends for pounds loss, where one can
comfortably eat fewer calories. Recommend Good book Tips for productivity. It's a 5-star
reserve, but since Amazon kept the dust jacket, I kept a celebrity. and the reason some people
have the so-known as “mid-life crisis”. Travel was a far greater read. when to exercise; I found it
interesting to learn, easy to take in and I have changed some of my behaviours for the better
consequently. The depth of his research is apparent atlanta divorce attorneys paragraph, and
backed by his extremely comprehensive (26-page) notes section detailing references for each
chapter.
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